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igure-popping Finish
Achieve visual depth and sensuous feel like nothing else.

►To build a lap desk
similar to the one

shown here, see issue
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■
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Hi
eclalizes In

making ladder-back chairs,
like this one he crafted from

ancient kauri, a wood found

buried for 50,000 years
in New Zeaiand. For more

information on the wood, go

When you buiid a chair destined to sell for $50,000
at auction, its finish had better be pretty special.

No small wonder then, that master chair

can easily repair it by simply sanding in

builder Russ Filbeck chooses a sanded-

more oil. And because the finish fills the

in oil finish for all his work, including

wood pores with an oil/wood fiber slurry,
even highly porous species, such as oak,
become silky smooth to the touch.
Fortunately, you can use a few basic fin
ishing supplies, and Russ' simple method, to
get the same high-dollar look and feel with

the masterpieces he donates to the annual
auction benefiting the global humanitarian
work of The Carter Center (cartercenter.org).
Sanded-in oil topped with paste wax

brings out the light-refracting beauty in fig
ured woods, such as curly maple or walnut
crotch, delivering depth and luster that just
can't be achieved with a brushed or sprayed
finish. Should the finish be damaged, you
28

to ancientwood.com

your projects. This method requires a little

more effort and patience than most finish
ing techniques, but you'll find the results
well worth it.
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First, round up a
few supplies

FINISHINO
. m

oil, allow 2-3 times as

After years of trying various
brands and products, Russ prefers
the following products:
O Liberon Finishing Oil. "It pene
trates deep into the wood without
becoming sticky prior to absorp
tion," says Russ. "Minwax Antique

much curing time

Oil Finish works almost as well,

Note:Ifyou choose a
slow-curing oilfinish,
such as boiled linseed

between coats.

with one click.

woodtnagazine.com/
sandedinfinish

"Lack

Liberon

Wax

Polish.

"Other high-quality waxes will
suffice, so long as they're clear."
® 3M Wetordry silicon carbide
sandpaper in 220, 320, and 400
grits. "It holds up better than most;
other abrasives made for wet use
will also work."

O Small squirt bottle for con
trolled dispensing of the oil.
© Clean, lint-free rags for wiping
away excess oil, applying paste
wax, and buffing.
® Nitrile or latex gloves.

Let's do this

1 Before you apply the finish, sand project
surfaces with 80-, I20-, I50-, and ISO-

Tip! To prevent the
abrasive backing from
absorbing humidity and
curiing, tear sandpaper

grit abrasives. Lightly sponge the project
with water to expose any glue squeeze-out;
remove it with a chisel or scraper. Check
surfaces in a low-angle light for dents, and

into'A sheets and store

use a hot iron and clean wet cloth to steam

those in zipper-type
piastic sandwich bags.

them out. Allow the project to dry, then
sand with 220-grit abrasive.

Create a Vis sheet by cutting a full sanding sheet in half across its width, then repeating
that action three more times on each resulting piece of abrasive,
woodmagazine.com
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and is widely available."
@ Clear

► Buy these supplies

OIL

■ .,.1

2 Cut the wet-sanding abrasive sheets into
'/16-sheet pieces (about 2'AX2%"). Fold
those twice to yield three equal sanding
surfaces [Photo A].

3 Squirt oil onto a small section of the proj
ect (one face of a box, or one arm of a

CAUTION: Oilyfinish
rags can spontaneously
combust ifleft
crumpled in a trash
can. Always lay out
oil-soaked rags on a

chair, for example). Sand the oil into the
surface using 220-grit abrasive [Photo B].
When you feel the sandpaper starting to

surface, such as a

dull, rotate to a fresh abrasive surface. In

completely dry.

noncombustible

concrete slab, until

Pack the pores with an oil/fiber slurry as you sand the workpiece surface in a circular
motion. Sand with the grain for the last few strokes to remove any swirl marks.
29

BLACK

II,

Remove excess slurry using a clean, lint-free cloth and a light touch.

little time you'll force as much slurry as pos
sible into the pores—stop at that point and
let the oil cure 5-10 minutes. Then, wipe
away excess slurry [Photo C]. For working
efficiency, repeat the oil application/sanding
process on another section as you wait for
the previous section to do its initial curing.

Note: With coarse-

grain woods,such as
oak, ash, mahogany, or
walnut,sand in two

coats ofoil using
220-grit abrasive before
moving on to 320-grit.

Apply a thin and even film of wax using a soft, lint-free cloth. A discarded ladies' shoulder
pad also works well.

curing. Oily exotics, such as cocobolo or teak,
should sit 3-4 days between coats.

5Repeat Steps 3 and 4 using 320-grit sand

paper. Then, repeat again with 400-grit
abrasive. Allow the finish to cure at least one

week after the final oil application.

4After completing the previous step on all

Bring out the sheen with wax

surfaces, wipe the entire project with a
clean cloth every hour, for four hours, to
remove any oil bleed-back. Let the finish cure

and let sit 20 minutes.

1 Thoroughly work paste wax into a soft
cloth. Then, apply it sparingly [Photo D],

24 hours. Some domestic woods,such as wal

2Buff the wax with a soft, lint-free cotton

nut, cherry, and oak, as well as drier exotics,
including bubinga, may require two days of

repeat the wax application after 24 hours.^

cloth. If you want an even higher sheen,

Produced by Bill Krierwith
Russ Filbeck

Meet Russ Filbeck
After a 23-year Navy career, most of it aboard
submarines, Russ taught woodworking at the
college level for 24 years. Today, when he's
not making donations to auctions for The
Carter Center or Good Samaritan Boys
Ranch near Springfield, Missouri, Russ in
structs chair-making one-on-one in his San
Diego garage workshop, where he's happy
to say "The door stays open nearly yearround." He enjoys sharing his knowledge
with woodworkers around the world, and

strives to incorporate the skills, precision,
and sense of tradition from Japanese wood
working into his own work.
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